Using the corehest-particle model described in a companion paper in these proceedings' ("Theory of Longitudinal Halo in rf Linacs: I. CoreRest-Particle Formulation," by J. J. Barnard and S. M. Lund), we analyze longitudinal beam halo produced by resonant self-field interactions in intense, ion-beam rf linacs. It is shown that particles moving in the presence of the space-charge forces of an oscillating, mismatched ellipsoidal beam bunch can be resonantly driven to large longitudinal amplitude. This resonantly produced halo is first analyzed in a limit where it is most simply understood, with particles moving purely longitudinally and with linear rf focusing. Then modifications of the resonance induced by nonlinear rf and transverse-longitudinal coupling are explored.
INTRODUCTION
Resonant interactions between particle orbits and oscillating space-charge forces associated with a mismatched beam core are known to be a significant cause of transverse (I) beam halo'2-15>2-4. Recently, simulation work using idealized corehest-particle models has suggested that analogous, resonantly produced halo may occur longitudinally and be an issue of concern in intense-beam applications2.
Here, we examine resonantly produced longitudinal ( 11) halo using a more detailed corekest-particle model developed in an accompanying paper (Ref. 1, hereafter referred to as Paper I). In Paper I it was shown that a low-frequency mode (LFM) of a mismatched ellipsoidal beam bunch with uniform space-charge can drive a low-order longitudinal resonance (LR). This LR leads to 11 beam halo with analogous properties to that of resonantly produced I halo12-15.
To understand the essential physics that determines the structure of the resulting (1 halo, the LR is numerically and analytically analyzed under increasingly realistic conditions in Secs. 11-IV. The notation employed in this paper is developed in Paper I. Specific references to citations and equations from Paper I will be denoted by the prefix I. All model results are illustrated using the parameters of the 100 MeV point of an intense proton-beam linac presented in the Table of Paper I. This linac is the normal conducting design originally considered for the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) project. focusing force is linear about displacements from the synchronous particle, envelope motion is assumed to be in a pure linear LFM (as opposed to a general linear mode superposition of a LFM and HFM, or a finite amplitude solution to the full nonlinear envelope equations), and only on-axis particles (i.e., XI = 0) are considered. To visualize the structure of the LR in A+ -A& phase-space, particles are initialized with A& = 0 and Ad uniformly distributed over half the phase-width of the rf bucket and PoincarC plot images of the particle phase-space are formed by numerically integrating Eqs. (1-4) with respect to s and superimposing strobed snapshots of the 11 phase-space accumulated at s where the 11 envelope radius T, is minimum (at s-increments of 2 7 r l k~) . A typical PoincarC plot produced by accumulating long enough to clearly visualize the LR is presented in Fig. l In analogy to Gluckstern's analysis of transverse beam halo14, the LR can be analyzed analytically if, in addition to the assumptions above, a limit of a spherical bunch in the beam frame (i.e., ySrzo = r l o ) is taken. In this case, the space-charge force exterior to the bunch [see Eq. (I-1)] has a simple inverse-square fall-off N A Z / I A Z \~ exterior to the bunch, and the equations of motion (1-4) can be expressed in a phase-amplitude form and with all non-resonant phases averaged over to derive a phase-averaged constant of the motion17. This constant can be interpreted as a resonant particle Hamiltonian given by surfaces of this spherical bunch conservation constraint is plotted in Fig. 2 for I = 50 mA (other parameters fixed) and with the characteristic frequencies k,, k,, and k~, equilibrium radius rZo, and mode amplitude drz/r,o taken from the ellipsoidal bunch problem. The corresponding numerically calculated Poincark plot of the ellipsoidal bunch is shown in overlay. The rough agreement between these solutions is due to an insensitivity of the LR structure with respect to the precise nature of the 11 space-charge force.
LINEAR RF FOCUSING
For example, if the inverse-square fall-off in the exterior space-charge force law is replaced by one with a more rapid falloff, similar conservation constraints can be derived and little change is observed in the LR structure. However, this agreement appears to break down at higher bunch currents I , suggesting a limit to this argument that has yet to be quantified in detail. wavelength. In this section, modifications of the LR induced by the sinusoidal nature of the applied rf focusing are analyzed numerically. For simplicity, all assumptions outside of the linear rf focusing limit of the ellipsoidal beam analysis in Sec. I1 are maintained (i.e., on-axis particles and a linear LFM envelope mode). The phase space obtained is presented in Fig. I(b) for the same parameters as Fig. l(a) . Note that the LR structure now has a left-right asymmetry associated with the anharmonic nature of the rf focusing and is well confined within the separatrix of particle loss for the rf bucket. At larger mismatch amplitudes brz/r,o the structure becomes broader and moves closer to bucket seperatrix, but for 16r,I/r,o < 0.5 does not lead to particle loss from the bucket. This result is illustrated in gests that it will be easily populated, potentially degrading beam quality. However, as a consequence of the nonlinear field structure, halo extent appears to remain confined within the extent of the rf bucket (indicated with Sk markers).
When the bunch current 1 is varied with nonlinear rf focusing, an interesting bifurcation of the LR is observed. Namely, at low-( I < 22.1 mA) and high-currents ( I > 284 mA), the low-order LR disappears. Furthermore, at highcurrents, higher-order resonances with smaller particle oscillation amplitude appear to dominate. This situation can be understood with reference to Fig. 4 . Here, the maximum particle frequency k~, which generally occurs exterior to the beam core, is numerically calculated as a function of I (with other parameters fixed). Note that for low and high currents, half the LFM frequency ( k~/ 2 ) falls above the The linear rf approximation fails as distance from the synchronous particle is increased. Moreover, even the equilibrium bunch can occupy a significant fraction of the rf For these parameters, a factor of 1.8 is consistent with particle motion bounded by the equipotential corresponding to the total energy of a particle moving in the potential well of a matched beamT7. The main effect of the coupling appears to allow the particles to access a larger fraction of the available phase-space bounded by the total potential in the absence of mismatch. analyze the effects of this 1 / 1 1 coupling on the LR. In Fig. l(c), we show a Poincark phase space plot for the same parameters as Fig. l(b) , with the exception that all particles are initialized at 3: = 0.67-10 instead of x i = 0. Notice that the LR structure persists, although it is somewhat smeared.
It has been noted3 that under some circumstances 11 particle oscillation amplitude can be converted into larger I oscillation amplitude. We confirm the qualitative observation that such conversion occurs, but fail to confirm the magnitude of the effect. To investigate this we simulated four particles, all with identical initial I coordinates 
CONCLUSIONS
A corehest-particle model developed in Ref. 1 has been employed to explore [I beam halo due to resonant interactions with envelope oscillations. Characteristic frequencies of particle and envelope oscillations play a critical role in determining the extent and structure of the halo. Model predictions of halo extent are shown to persist under increasingly realistic conditions.
